


The new  Capitol® Statesman Premier™ bingo 
console offers user versatility and simplicity 
beyond compare, with the proven reliability 
for which our Statesman products are known.
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INTUITIVE
OPERATION

A fully adjustable 17" LCD touchscreen 
monitor moves up and down, tilts, and 
rotates. It also incorporates a touch screen 
that works seamlessly with the mouse.

TOUCHSCREEN 
DISPLAY

Depending on preference, operators can use 
a USB keyboard and mouse as an alternative 
to the touchscreen, or use all three input 
methods interchangeably.

USB KEYBOARD 
& MOUSE

An easily accessible switch panel 
controls power to the light in the 
blower chamber, the mixer motor, 
and the main blower chamber motor.

SWITCH 
PANEL

The two knobs on the operator’s 
side of the console feature dual 
functionality (push & pull) to control 
the ball tray and blower chamber.

CONTROL 
KNOBS

The ball tray assembly features an 
innovative design with color -  coded 
number rows to match bingo balls, 
making game calling easier than ever.

COLOR-CODED 
BALL TRAY



SOLID-STATE MEMORY
Unlike other PC-based bingo consoles, the Statesman Premier 
features a solid-state drive (SSD) in lieu of a traditional hard 
drive, resulting in a reliable, faster and more powerful system.

CUSTOM OPERATING SYSTEM
The Statesman Premier features a Microsoft® Windows® 7 
operating system with a customized gaming application 
shell developed by Arrow International.

MULTI-FACE VERIFICATION
The built-in verification system is specifically designed to 
support and verify all Arrow International bingo paper, including 
specialty papers, UniMax®, Capitol® and Tear-Opens®.

INTERMISSION & BALL TIMER
The Statesman Premier’s built-in timer counts down the 
number of seconds between ball calls for each game, 
with intervals that can be adjusted by the game operator.

PC-BASED
SOFTWARE FEATURES
The Statesman Premier’s intelligent, user - friendly software features 
quick reference pop-up screens, easy-to-follow menus, and expanded 
programming capabilities – all with detailed and vivid color graphics.

GAMEPLAY SCREEN 
The live game screen displays 
all important game information, 

including the game pattern, 
a flashboard display, and a live 
ball picture-in-picture screen. 

VERIFICATION SCREEN
After entering a free space #, 

the Statesman Premier’s 
intelligent software will display 
Winner or Not a Winner with 
the last ball number flashing.

GAME PATTERN SCREEN
Operators can choose from one 
of the several pre-built game 
patterns, or design a custom 
game pattern for the specific 

needs of their game.



REPORT PRINTER
An optional Ethernet report 

printer can be used by 
operators to print detailed 
gaming schedules, payout 
reports, and /or error logs.

EXTERNAL USB HUB
In addition to accommodating 
a USB keyboard & mouse, the 
USB hub can be used with a 
flash drive for saving reports, 
software upgrades & backups.

BLUE DOG SUPPORT
With a large number of players 
utilizing electronic gaming, the 

Statesman Premier offers support 
for Blue Dog™ mobile devices 

with an additional verifier.

HD VIDEO OUTPUT
Using a sophisticated data 

router and video converter, the 
Statesman Premier supports 

composite HD video output for 
player monitors & flashboards.

HI-RES CAMERA
A high resolution analog camera 

mounted to the movable ball 
holding mechanism transmits 
the live ball image to the ball 

monitors driven by the console.

ADVERTISING
With advanced multimedia 
capabilities, operators can 
create custom text and /or 
graphical advertisements 
to increase their sales. 

SUPERIOR 
TECHNOLOGY

With the advanced technology used by the 
Statesman Premier bingo console, operators 

can take their bingo sessions to the next level.

A hi-res camera paired with HD video output 
and cutting- edge multimedia capabilities provides 
a unique experience for both operators & players.



FUNCTIONAL
DESIGN

LARGE WRAP-AROUND WINDOW
The Statesman Premier’s illuminated ball chamber features 
a large, wrap - around acrylic window, providing players with 
a view of the balls from two different sides.

ERGONOMIC CABINET DESIGN
The modern, ergonomic cabinet is designed for optimal 
operator comfort and efficiency. Aluminum extrusions on 
the console’s exterior provide increased structural support.

QUIET OPERATION
With an insulated ball chamber, improved soundproofing, and 
a special anti-static foam mat that helps to cushion bingo balls, 
the Statesman Premier provides soft, quiet gameplay operation.

INNOVATIVE BALL TRAY ASSEMBLY
In addition to a new color - coded design, the ball tray assembly 
features individually sealed, non-mechanical switches with rubber 
caps, and a separate chamber to protect against liquid spills.



ADVANCED 
ELECTRONICS

VIDEO CONVERTER
Digital video output from the 

Gaming Computer is converted 
into composite video for the 
Data Router, and analog VGA 

video for the front mounted TV.

INTERNAL UPS
The uninterruptible power supply 
protects the console’s hardware 
against power surges, and will 

operate from the battery backup 
in the event of a power outage. 

BACKUP BATTERY
In the event of a power outage, 

a battery pack will supply 
temporary power to backup 
operations in order to save 

and /or print any reports.

CABLE ADAPTER
A small PCB adapts 15 cables 
into 1. The Data Router scans 
the ball tray switch matrix and 
reports any switch depressions 

to the Gaming Computer.

GAMING COMPUTER
An industrial grade, low power, 

fanless computer with two 
video channels supports 

the console monitor as well 
as the player monitors.

DATA ROUTER
The DR III scans the ball matrix 

and communicates with the 
Gaming Computer to incorporate 

composite video output for 
monitors and flashboards.

The highly sophisticated Statesman Premier 
bingo console is technologically advanced, 

featuring state-of-the art electronic components.

Inside the locking cabinet, internal lighting and a 
sliding tray assembly provide access to the console’s 

electronics compartment for easy maintenance.



Arrow International’s 
Technical Assistance Center 
(TAC) provides proactive 
solutions through quality 
service and support.

MODULAR SERVICEABILITY
The Statesman Premier was 

designed with an emphasis on 
reliability, and a strong focus 

on a simplistic method of 
service and maintenance.

OPERATOR’S MANUAL
A detailed Operator’s manual 
is provided to assist you with 

installation and guide you 
through setup, operation 

and troubleshooting.

SERVICE CONTRACTS
To ensure that your console 
continues to perform to your 
satisfaction, we offer a variety 
of support plans customized 

to meet your needs.

STATESMAN 
RELIABILITY

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSSTATESMAN PREMIER 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM NO. HH2200
UNPACKED DIMENSIONS

H W D LBS
33" 57¼" 27¼" 240

PACKED DIMENSIONS
H W D LBS

44 ½" 62 ¾" 34" 305

CAN I USE ANY TYPE OF BINGO BALLS?
No. For the optimal anti - static operation, it is strongly recommended that only the 
included set of Tru-Max™ bingo balls be used with the Statesman Premier bingo console.

IS THE OPTIONAL TV AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE FROM ARROW?
No. Only the mounting brackets and hardware are available as an optional purchase from Arrow. 
For a complete list of T Vs recommended by Arrow, please contact your sales representative.

IS A FLASHBOARD REQUIRED TO OPERATE THE STATESMAN PREMIER?
No. The Statesman Premier can operate using hall monitors or with 
the optional mounting hardware and customer-supplied flat panel TV.

CAN I PLAY 90-NUMBER BINGO WITH THE STATESMAN PREMIER?
Yes. A 90-number ball tray designed to be played in conjunction with 90-number bingo paper 
is available as a special order. Please contact your sales representative for more information.

DOES THE STATESMAN PREMIER VERIFY ALL ARROW BINGO PAPER?
Yes. The Statesman Premier features built-in, secure electronic verification 
for all Arrow bingo paper, including support for multi-face patterns.

DOES THE STATESMAN PREMIER SUPPORT ALL FLASHBOARDS?
Yes. The Statesman Premier is equipped with the latest state-of-the-art technology to support all 
of the latest flashboard models, including Tear - Opens / Bonanza and video / multimedia flashboards.



A R R O W I N T E R N A T I O N A L . C O M

Modern design.
Enhanced features.

Statesman reliability.


